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EXTRA LIGHT SERIES
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Based on our proven high pressure technology, 
the light HiPRESS series offers a range of highly 
effective extinguishers, customized for special units 
and security personnel. They are predestined for 
application at mass events or civil commotion.

PERFORMANCE  ● SAFETY ● RELIABILITY

If confronted with firecrackers, flares or Molotov 
cocktails, wearers can react quickly with unhindered 
mobility. The sturdy HiPRESS gives security 
personnel the perfect means for agile firefighting, 
rescue and self-protection.

Developed in exclusive cooperation with German police

● very light and highly effective

● weight-optimized, easy to carry

● capable to extinguish people

● quick refilling, even during action

● sturdy and functional

● ideal against burning gasoline

● no impeding of agility 

HiPRESS 4: military police

HiPRESS 4: vs. Molotov fire

German police anti riot training 



Mobility can be crucial for security forces in 
dangerous situations. We offer a range of ergonomic 
solutions to carry as much fire fighting capacity as 
possible without hindering the wearer:

alternatively carried by 
leg holster. Firmly held 
by straps at leg, waist 
and shoulder. Allows 
direct reading of the 
pressure gauge.

HiPRESS 2

Versatile: All carrying 
frames and holsters have 
adjustable straps and quick 
release fasteners.

HiPRESS 2 and 4

...are typically worn 
with an light-weight 
carrying frame that 
allows fatigue-free 
carrying for 
prolonged periods.

HiPRESS 4duo

Comes with tear-
resistant backpack. 
The hose can optionally 
be fed downwards 
through the bag.

Jet-gun holster

Supplement for all types of 
wear. Attachment at the lap 
belt. The jet gun is always 
within reach and secured by 
a press button.

HiPRESS 4
with 
carrying 
frame and 
jet-gun 
holster
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AGILITY IS ESSENTIAL
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immediate reloads on the spot:

Image similar

eight 
water bottles

air cylinder 
2 liter
300 bar

eight 
bottles for 
additive

tube with 
turncock and 
quick coupling

cleaning brush 
for bottle necks

pressure 
reducer

funnel embedded
rollers

handles on 
three sides

● fast refilling during action

● always ready to hand

● no further tools needed

● fits on any vehicle

● dust and waterproof

● sturdy and functional

● up to 8 refilling's

NOTE: Filling adapter and air cylinder come with the devices and are not included.

This mobile refill kit saves crucial time if 
ammunition runs out in action. It contains 
all utensils for quick and tool-free filling 
and charging.

PORTABLE REFILL KIT

The case weighs 28 kg completely 
filled. Handles on three sides and 
embedded rollers facilitate transport. 
It contains standard filling equipment 
(pressure  adapter and compressed air 
cylinder), 8 + 8 plastic bottles for 
water and additives, funnel and 
cleaning brush. Depending on the size 
of the extinguishers, the kit allows 2 
to 8 refilling's. The entire content is 
shock protected and held in its 
position by foam inlays.

filling 

and charging 

in less than a 

minute !
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Variable jet gun:
Optimum usage of extinguishing media is 
granted by a steplessy operating valve. 
Variable actuating increases efficiency 
and duration against small flames. 

Recoil-free jetting:
The head mounted feed line deflects the 
flow by 90° and offers nearly recoilless 
jetting operation.

jet range up to 12 m...

Safety catch:
To prevent accidental tripping, the lever of the 
jet gun is lockable by a quick-to-use catch.

Indestructible hose:
The 1.5 meter long heat resistant hose is 
optionally available in cut-resistant design.

FUNCTIONALITY IN DETAIL

Working Pressure Gauge:
Indicates readiness and 
remaining capacity. 
Available with optional 
impact-protection.

High quality tanks:
Seawater-resistant 
aluminum with internal 
plastic sealing and 
external powder coating. 
All attachment parts of 
stainless steel.

Pressure inlet:
The quick coupling allows fast 
charging of working pressure 
without tools.

Filling adapter:
Connectable to any standard 
compressed air cylinder of 200 
or 300 bar in seconds without 
tools.



SPECS HiPRESS 2 HiPRESS 4 HiPRESS 4duo

volume of vessel 2 liters 4 liters 2 x 4 liters

filling capacity 1.5 liters 3 liters 6 liters (2 x 3 l)

fire rating 5 A / 34 B 13 A / 70 B 27 A / 183 B

propellant compressed air compressed air compressed air

operation pressure 18 bar 18 bar 18 bar

duration app. 10 sec. app. 16 sec. app. 30 sec.

jet range app. 9 m app. 9 m app. 9 m

range of temperature * -25 to 60° C * -25 to 60° C * -25 to 60° C

weight (empty) app. 2.6 kg app. 3.5 kg app. 7 kg

weight (filled) app. 4.1 kg app. 6.5 kg app. 13 kg

height 425 mm 440 mm 440 mm

diameter of vessel(s) 110 mm 130 mm 130 mm

approval * SQ 62/15 SQ 15/15 SQ 59/15

All devices 
are available 
in red or black

Suitable
for:

HiPRESS HiPRESS
duo

HiPRESS

TECHNICAL DATA
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According to EN3, all light 
HiPRESS are approved as 
"special extinguishers"

*
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ADVANTAGES

Our light series in comparison to competing extinguishers

Criteria HNE HiPRESS Others (powder) HNE Advantages

weight
extra light design, ranging 
from 5.5 to 12.5 kg in filled 
condition with backpack

no similar system, some 
police forces use 6-kg 
powder extinguishers

easier handling, less 
weight to carry, better 
agility for users

effective 
range

compact jet with variable 
actuation, up to 12 meters

cloud of finest powder, 
sensitive to wind, decreasing 
visibility, 3 to 6 meters

much more safety 
distance, variable flow 
rate, pinpoint accuracy

refill time
within a few minutes, no 
tools required, portable 
refill kit available

no refilling of powder 
extinguishers by users

ready for reuse in shortest 
time, even during action

refill costs

very low - just water, a 
dose of foam agent and 
some compressed air

much more expensive - if 
possible at all

very low costs for refilling, 
application and training

carrying frame
(backpack)

ergonomic backpack or leg 
holster, adjustable straps, 
quick release fasteners

usually not available for 
powder extinguishers

fatigue-free to carry for 
prolonged periods of time, 
no affecting of agility

material 
composition

plastic coated marine grade 
aluminum containers with 
stainless steel attachments

paint coated steel cylinders, 
corrosive

all parts of highest quality,
designed to withstand 
hardest field conditions 

extinguishing
media

water + foam concentrate 
(fluor free, biodegradable),
pure water for user training

extinguishing powder, highly 
corrosive, hazardous to 
health and difficult to clean

less collateral damage, 
possibility of preventive 
wetting, cooling effect

acquisition 
costs

seemingly high at the time 
of purchase but very cost-
effective in the long run

significantly cheaper than 
foam extinguishers but 
often build for one-way-use

higher initial costs, but built 
for at least 10 years of 
practical use and training

maintenance
basically maintenance free, 
yearly checks and change of 
fillings are recommended

periodic pressure checks 
required, not feasible by the 
user

easily to maintain and 
repair by own trained 
personnel

performance

better fire rating thanks to 
high working pressure and 
variable jet gun 

lower working pressure,
less effective, no flow rate 
control

highly efficient, maximum 
foaming factor, better 
weight/performance-ratio

user training

unlimited training 
possibilities, HNE offers 
user seminars on site

user training requires costly 
maintenance and refilling

better efficiency and 
increased rescue capability 
by trained users

spare parts

all spare parts are available 
for at least 10 years after 
sale

repair mostly unprofitable, 
spare parts often not 
available

few components, easy to 
maintain and repair by 
own personnel

TESTIMONIALS

As an innovative leader in fire fighting 
equipment, HNE Technology AG supplies 

special forces and fire brigades around the 
world since 1995. Among others, our well 

known customers include:

● German GSG 9

● German Police

● Singapore Civil Defense Forces

● Abu Dhabi Royal Guard

● Dubai Police
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Technologie AG
HIGH  PERFORMANCE  FIRE FIGTHING SYSTEMS

THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST - WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO YOU

SAVING 

LIVES

Find out more about our products of motorized and integrated fire fighting:

WORLDWIDE

MOBILE

PORTABLE

INTEGRATED


